
   

The Reading Agency’s Books of the Year! 
Children and Young People 

 
At The Reading Agency, we have read a lot of brilliant books over the past year; books that have 

made us laugh, cry and get through those challenging lockdown months. Members of our team have 

picked the children’s book that stood out to them and shared a few words on why they loved it. We 

hope you find some inspiration for your next read, or perhaps spot a few titles you have enjoyed 

yourself! Tell us on social media by tagging @readingagency and using #BooksOfTheYear. 

Picture books 

Outside, Inside by LeUyen Pham (Andersen Press) 

ISBN: 9781839131172 

This is a moving, gentle and beautifully illustrated picture book about the ways the world changed 

when the pandemic hit; how the outside world went very quiet whilst inside, families laughed, cried, 

baked, Zoomed and got by together. It is also a celebration of the key workers who risked their own 

wellbeing to care for us and the people we love. – Sophie  

What Happened to You? by James Catchpole, illustrated by Karen George (Faber Children’s Books) 

ISBN: 9780571358311 

A tender yet essential picture book about how to talk to somebody with a disability or visible 

difference, what they may or may not like to be asked, and, most importantly, that all children should 

be allowed to play. It is a brilliant book that will touch both disabled children and nondisabled children 

with lots of accessible language that sensitively captures the experiences and emotions of its 

protagonist, Joe. – Kathleen 

 



   
Stella and the Seagull by Georgina Stevens, illustrated by Izzy Burton (Oxford University Press) 

ISBN: 9780192774682 

This is a colourful, fun and inspiring book with the important message that we can all do our bit to 

look after the planet, in big and small ways. A great resource for schools and families. – Zoe D 

Can Bears Ski? By Raymond Antrobus, illustrated by Polly Dunbar (Walker Books) 

ISBN: 9781406382624 

This is a beautiful and enlightening book about a father and son’s journey to understanding and 

managing deafness, and the many ways of communicating love. Drawing on Antrobus’ own 

experiences as a deaf child, Can Bears Ski? is enriched with touching illustrations from Polly Dunbar, 

who is partially deaf. – Zoe S 

We’re Going to Find a Monster by Malorie Blackman and Dapo Adeola (Puffin) 

ISBN: 9780241401309 

If you have children who love a funny story, then this is the adventure you will want to go on together! 

It is a fun, adventure story with lots of opportunities for the children to act our certain parts and 

repetition the children can enjoy alongside the bright illustrations. – Kimberley 

Pedro the Puerto Rican Parrot by Beverly Jatwani, illustrated by Sunita Chawdhary (New Frontier) 

ISBN: 9781912678389 

Young readers will be immersed in a vibrant natural environment when they pick up this colourful 

picture book. Each book in the Together We Can Change the World series aims to imbue children with 

a core life value, and Pedro the Puerto Rican Parrot shares an important message about care, patience 

and compassion. A great story for reading aloud! – Alex 

Middle grade 

Fireborn by Aisling Fowler (HaperCollins Children’s Books) 

ISBN: 9780008394158 

The world-building in Fireborn, Aisling Fowler’s fantasy debut, is mesmerising. Teeming with 

wonderfully imagined prehistoric mythology in a dramatically snowy setting, it is at once funny, 

thrilling and heart-breaking with an inspiring female lead at its heart. – Chloe 

Show Us Who You Are by Elle McNicoll (Knights Of) 

ISBN: 9781913311131 

From the author of the best-selling A Kind of Spark comes this fantastic story of friendship, grief and 

loss. A really thought-provoking book for 9-12-year-olds that looks at what really makes us human. 

Complemented by a gorgeous cover from neurodivergent designer, Kay Wilson. – Emma 

Amari and the Night Brothers by BB Alston (HarperCollins Children’s Books) 

ISBN: 9781405298193 

I loved this book – it is full of action, adventure, and heart-warming characters. A fresh new twist on 

a supernatural epic, it’s the perfect choice for middle-grade readers who love their mermaids and their 

weredragons combined with a gripping storyline with real heart. – Kathryn  



   
 

The Hatmakers by Tamzin Merchant, illustrated by Paola Escobar (Puffin) 

ISBN: 9780241426302 

Wonderfully whimsical and full of charming characters, this is a beautiful book about enchanted 

headwear, vanished ships and the dangers of power in the wrong hands. I couldn’t put it down. – 

Carina  

The Amazing Edie Eckhart by Rosie Jones (Hachette Children’s Group) 

ISBN: 9781444958348 

Edie is a funny and confident character and this book is perfect for children making the transition to 

secondary school. Edie experiences the emotions that children often encounter when they make this 

big change. It is written in an accessible diary format and includes representation of disability, LGBTQ+ 

identities and experiences of being a young carer. Perfect for children 8+. – Kimberley  

The 143-Storey Treehouse by Andy Griffiths, illustrated by Terry Denton (Macmillan Children’s 

Books) 

ISBN: 9781529047875 

Another long-awaited 13 new levels in the Treehouse series make The 143-Storey Treehouse a brilliant 

addition to this duo’s wonderful, engaging and fun-filled adventures! The detailed graphic illustrations 

draw you in to a world of marshmallows, penguins and a word-o-matic. As with all of Andy and Terry’s 

Treehouse books, this one doesn’t disappoint, working its magic and drawing in those who might find 

reading hard work. – Karen N 

You are a Champion by Marcus Rashford (Macmillan Children’s Books) 

ISBN: 9781529068177 

If any book was influential in getting children to pick up something to read in 2021, I feel it was this 

one. Rashford’s ability to highlight the importance and joy of reading in this non-fiction guidebook 

would be helpful, inspiring and positive for children. – Kimberley  

Becoming: Adapted for Younger Readers by Michelle Obama (Penguin General) 

ISBN: 9780241531815 

When Michelle Obama’s memoir was first published for an adult audience it was immensely popular, 

so it is brilliant that younger readers can now also find courage and hope from her words. The key 

messages of the book are powerful and inspiring without feeling removed from reality; young people 

from all different backgrounds will be able to relate to Michelle’s experiences, whether it’s the 

importance of family, the pressures of school life, or overcoming challenges. – Olwen 

Young Adult 

The Song that Sings Us by Nicola Davies, illustrated by Jackie Morris (Firefly Press) 

ISBN: 9781913102777 

Nicola Davies is a zoologist and non-fiction writer whose passion for the natural world radiates from 

all of her work.  The Song that Sings Us is an astonishing ecological thriller for young people based 

around the story of siblings Ash and Xeno who are fleeing the oppression of the Automators. The 

world building is immersive and the writing is timely, lyrical and not-to-be-missed! – Jake 



   
The Outlaws Scarlett and Browne by Jonathan Stroud (Walker Books) 

ISBN: 9781406394818 

Set in a fragmented future England, we are introduced to formidable outlaw Scarlett McCain who lives 

in a world where gunfights and monsters collide. When she discovers a wrecked coach on a lonely 

road, there is only one survivor: Albert Browne. She agrees to escort him to safety and a thrilling 

adventure ensues! The characters are brilliant and the writing has great humour that keeps you 

turning the page to see what will happen next. – Kimberley 

Mina and the Undead by Amy McCaw (UCLan Publishing) 

ISBN: 9781912979479 

This book was absolutely fantastic and I loved every moment of 90s nostalgia. With haunted houses, 

family secrets and impending danger it has everything that I’ve missed since finishing Buffy the 

Vampire Slayer on TV. I was so invested in the murder mystery, eagerly turning each page for answers. 

A perfect read for these dark, winter months. – Kimberley 

Pony by R. J. Palacio (Puffin) 

ISBN: 9780141377056 

This is such an emotional and powerful book to be enjoyed by young people and adults alike. The story 

of Silas going on a quest through the American West in 1860 was full of bravery, peril, joy and sadness. 

With his travelling companion Mittenwool, a boy only he can see, and the titular Pony, who helps him 

find his way, he shows courage beyond his years. Absolutely wonderful! – Karen M 

Striking Out by Ian Wright and Musa Okwonga, illustrated by Benjamin Wachenje (Scholastic) 

ISBN: 9780702306860 

This is the perfect book for football fans; I loved the cameo appearance from its co-author, football 

legend, Ian Wright! An inspiring story of a young boy who overcomes the odds to achieve his 

sporting dreams, it is funny, gripping and moving. – Zoe S 

Empress & Aniya by Candice Carty-Williams (Knights Of) 

ISBN: 9781913311100 

Set in south London, this heart-warming book celebrates the power and joy of true friendship. 

Empress and Aniya's lives couldn't be more different, yet an extraordinary birthday surprise allows 

them to walk in each other's shoes. Candice Carty-Williams weaves in lessons about empathy and 

teenage emotions through an uplifting story with witty dialogue that is sure to keep you captivated. – 

Shantie (teacher) 


